First-time Users

1. Go to the Texas State University’s Digital Collections Repository website https://digital.library.txstate.edu, and click on Login.

2. Type in your Texas State University NetID and password (do not use the @txstate.edu)
To receive statistics (notification when someone downloads or looks at your document/s), please indicate so in your profile. Your profile can be accessed by clicking on Profile, under Author’s Corner, or your name, at the upper right hand corner, once you are logged in.
The page you see below will open. Your TxState email address and your name are already here. You can add your contact phone number (optional). English is the only language option. You may indicate if you want to be alerted when material is added to any of our collections. They will be listed in the pull down you see under Subscriptions. Further down, under Monthly Statistics is where you indicate (check box) you want to receive statistics (views and downloads) related to your document/s. You will get those via your Texas State University email account.

3. To obtain authorization to submit material or establish a collection, if needed, by contacting a Repository Administrator. We will assign you the permissions you need and can answer questions about the process.

4. If you are a Texas State University faculty member you are automatically authorized to submit to the faculty collection within your department, center, or institute. Repository Administrators can also establish a collection for you in your department's community.